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Abstract

This paper describes an experiment in formal specifica-
tion and validation performed in the context of an indus-
trial joint project. The project involved an Italian com-
pany working in the field of railway engineering, Ansal-
dobreda Segnalamento Ferroviario, and the CNR Institutes
IEI and CNUCE of Pisa. Within the project two formal mod-
els have been developed describing different aspects of a
safety-critical system used in the management of medium-
large railway networks. Validation of safety and liveness
properties has been performed on both models. Safety prop-
erties have been checked primarily in presence of Byzantine
faults as well as of silent faults embedded in the models
themselves. Liveness properties have been more focused on
a communication protocol used within the system. Proper-
ties have been specified by means of assertions or temporal
logical formulae. We used PROMELA as specification lan-
guage, while the verification was performed using the veri-
fication tool suite SPIN.

1 Introduction

The increasing request for safety and better performance
in automatic management of modern railways has forced
the introduction of sophisticated dependable, computer-
based, control systems [3]. Such systems have an intrinsic
degree of complexity and require innovative validation tech-
niques during design and developing phases. Traditional
methodologies, such as testing and simulation, could be in-
sufficient when applied to this kind of systems. Exhaustive
testing is usually impossible because of the high number of

runs to be analyzed, while simulation can provide useful in-
formation only on a limited set of sequences. An alternative
approach is the use of Formal Methods (FM) to deal with
these problems.

In the last decade many industries, like Ansaldobreda
Segnalamento Ferroviario (ASF), started pilot projects [11,
15, 16, 6] directed to evaluate the impact of FM on their pro-
duction costs. As a result, positive experiences [4, 7] have
shown how, for railway control systems, it has been possible
to formalize significant models and to perform validation
using model checking [8, 17, 9] approaches. In some cases
industries developed their own validation environment, as
the LIVE of ASF [1].

In this paper we describe the results of a real project
jointly carried out by ASF and the CNR Institutes IEI and
CNUCE, in the context of the Pisa Dependable Computer
Center of Consorzio Pisa Ricerche. The project consisted
of two distinct parts: (a) designing a formal model of a crit-
ical control system; (b) verifying specific safety properties
under the hypothesis of Byzantine behavior [14] of one of
the system components, and verifying liveness properties of
a dependable communication protocol used within the sys-
tem. In this paper we focus on the general structure of the
formal validation effort, while particular modeling strate-
gies can be found in [10]. Industrial choices internal to ASF
induced us to use PROMELA [12] as formal language and
and SPIN [13] as model checker. In fact, SPIN was already
used within ASF in successfully verifying safety properties
of different parts of the system [2].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we briefly
and informally describe the system and all its component
units; in Section 3 we introduce the framework of our for-
malization work; in Section 4 and Section 5 we explain the
formal models used and the properties verified on them, and



we discuss some significant result; finally in Section 6 we
critically summarize on the whole experience.

2 System Description

The railway system considered in this work is a pro-
grammable centralized control system developed by ASF,
specifically designed to manage a medium/large railway
network. The system is composed by some control posts,
from which critical commands are composed, and by Pe-
ripheral Control Units(PCUs) which in turn execute them.
These commands are critical because their execution af-
fect machineries such as railway semaphores, rail points,
or level crossings. For this reason particular attention has
been reserved to guarantee the safety of the system in case
of fault-silent and Byzantine faults in some of the system
components.

A control hardware, called Safety Nucleus (SN) has been
specifically designed for control and safety purposes. It
monitors on the state of the system and tries to discover a
faulty component. Its architecture is based on a triple mod-
ular redundant [18] configuration of computers running dif-
ferent versions of the same program. It has to face also with
internal consensus problems, but hardware constraints make
the implementation of the classical solution of consensus in
distributed architecture problem (i.e. the Byzantine Gener-
als Problem [14, 5]) impossible. So, SN guarantees system
safety not by looking for consensus, but excluding a faulty
component or forcing the whole system in a safe shutdown.

3 Formal Specification and Verification

We developed two PROMELA models, called respec-
tively TMR and TMR-PCU, each of them describing differ-
ent views of the SN-PCU system. In particular:

1. the TMR model describes in detail the triple modular
configuration of SN. The TMR model has been devel-
oped to verify safety properties of the triple modular
redundant mechanism of the SN in presence of Byzan-
tine behavior of one of its components;

2. the TMR-PCU model describes in detail the SN-PCU
communication protocol, and the PCU architecture.
Aspects of the SN behavior not related to the commu-
nication protocol have been left out. The TMR-PCU

model has been developed to verify liveness properties
of the SN-PCU protocol, and safety properties when
hardware silent faults in the communication occur in
the communication media or in some of the PCUs.

4 The TMR model

The general architecture of TMR (Fig. 1) consists of: (1)
three identical central modules, called A, B and C, imple-
menting the triple modular redundancy; (2) a module called
exclusion logic, devoted to check the consistency of the
three modules; (3) the PCUs, composed by � control units
(in our study we have considered ���

�
); (4) communica-

tion channels between the modules (three symmetric chan-
nels), the modules and the exclusion logic (three symmetric
channels), and the modules and the PCUs (a single bus);
Our PROMELA model reflects quite faithfully this general

Exclusion Logic

Module A

Module B Module C

1 2 n

Peripheral Control Units

...

Bus

Figure 1. The TMR architecture

architecture.
The behavior of a module consists of a repeated se-

quence of phases. During each phase a central module
runs local computations or communicates with other com-
ponents of the system. In particular, in a synchronization
phase each module sends to and receives from the other two
modules, with time-out, a synchronization message. All of
the communications in the ACC are synchronous with time-
out: a time-out expiration is interpreted by the receiver as
a sign of inactivity, while two time-outs force the receiver
to a safe shut-down. In a data exchange phase each module
broadcasts its local state, while in a distributed voting phase
it votes on the information received. In a communication
with the exclusion logic, the result of the voting is sent to
the exclusion logic which can disconnect a module result-
ing in disagreement. Finally, in a communication with the
PCU, a module communicates with the PCUs.

In developing the PROMELA code we had to solve the
problem of simulating a time-out in the communications. In
fact PROMELA does not deal with time. As a general solu-
tion we defined a particular EMPTY message, whose pres-
ence in a channel must be interpreted, by the receiver, as
absence of any message it was waiting for. The send action
changed too: it has been implemented as a non determin-
istic choice between either transmitting the “real” message
or transmitting the EMPTY message. In the following we



report a synthesis of the PROMELA code implementing the
synchronization phase for the module C1.

/*** in the global environment ***/

#define EMPTY 0 // the empty message
#define SYNCH 1 // the synchronization message
[..]

activeA=1; /* state of A, in C viewpoint */
sentA = 0; /* flag "sent" (to module A) */
recvA = 0; /* flag "received" (from module A)*/

do
/* communication with A */
:: (!sentA) ->

if
// send the synch (if A is active)
:: true -> outA!(SYNCH && activeA);
// send the empty message
:: true -> outA!(EMPTY);
fi;
sentA = 1;

:: (!recvA && inA?[synA]) -> inA?synA;
recvA = 1;

/* set the activity state of A */
if
:: synA == SYNCH -> activeA = 1;
// time-out implies not activity
:: else -> activeA = 0;
fi;

/* communication with B */
[ ... the same for B ... ]

:: (sentA && sentB && recvA && recvB) -> break;
od;

/* eventually safe shutdown*/
if
/* if the other modules are not active */
:: !activeA && !activeB ->

\\ global state of module C
global_activeC = 0;
goto SHUTDOWN

:: else -> skip
fi;

The PROMELA code implementing the other phases is
similar to the one of synchronization, except for the type of
messages involved or for some local computation.

More interesting is the implementation of a Byzantine
behavior. In this context, Byzantine behavior is to be in-
tended as in Lamport et al. [14]: a Byzantine module runs
the same algorithm as a loyal module, but it can arbitrar-
ily fail in executing it, and in particular it may send wrong
messages, or send no message at all. In this interpretation
all the communication phases have been realized also in a
Byzantine version, where a communication error in send-
ing a message may occur. In the following we report the
PROMELA code corresponding to the implementation of a
Byzantine communication in the synchronization phase of
module C:

/* communication with A */
:: (!sentA) ->

if
/* send the synch (if A is active) */
:: true -> outA!(SYNCH && activeA);

1We have omitted all the atomic directives and other strictly implemen-
tation details.

// send the wrong message */
:: true -> outA!(-SYNCH);
// send the empty message
:: true -> outA!(EMPTY);
fi;
sentA = 1;

4.1 Formal Verification TMR

In this section we list some of the properties verified on
the TMR model and the related results. We used either LTL
formulae, or PROMELA assertions2. We used assertions for
those properties that could be expressed as an invariant on
all the run sequences. In the following we assumed that only
one module might show a Byzantine behavior.

(TMR1) After a communication phase it is always true that
if two modules do not receive any reply from the third
module, this latter module will be eventually discon-
nected by the exclusion logic.

(TMR2) After a communication phase, it is always true
that if one module does not receive any reply from the
other two modules, it will switch eventually in a safe
shut-down state.

(TMR3) After a distributed voting phase, it is always true
that if two modules, in reciprocal agreement on the
global state knowledge, recognize that a third module
is not in agreement with them, this latter module will
be eventually disconnected by the exclusion logic.

All the previous informal properties have been formalized
with different LTL formulas with the following common
structure:

[] (p -> [] (q -> <> r) )

where p, q and r are formalized as predicate on variables.

(TMR4) After a communication phase, every module has
sent and received a message (eventually the empty
message) from the other modules.

assert{(recvB+recvC==2) && (sentB+sentC==2)}

The previous assertion has been placed after each commu-
nication phase.

(TMR5) If a module is in safe shut-down state then neces-
sarily the other two have caused a time-out in a previ-
ous communication phase.

assert{activeB + activeC == 0}

2An assertion in PROMELA is a statement including a boolean expres-
sion, which is evaluated each time the statement is executed. If the ex-
pression evaluates to false a violation of the correctness requirement is
reported.



The previous assertion has been placed after the
SHUTDOWN entry label. The verification runs have been
performed using the compiler options of SPIN: COLLAPSE
(CO) to compress the state vector and MA to obtain a mini-
mal automaton encoding. In Table 1 we report on the results
of the verifications.

Table 1. Verification results on the TMR
model.

property state vector depth result
TMR1 192 5266 success
TMR2 192 5266 success
TMR3 196 45273 fail
TMR4 188 297515 success
TMR5 188 6808 success

4.2 Discussion

We briefly discuss the result about the property TMR3.
In analyzing the counter example we noticed that the
Byzantine module C caused one of the loyal module to be
disconnected by the exclusion logic. In fact module C, not
participating in a communication with one module, makes
that module believe that module C is not active. Succes-
sively in the distributed voting the loyal module is found in
disagreement, and then disconnected by the exclusion logic.
This is a typical disagreement situation due to Byzantine be-
haviors. Discussing with ASF, we realized that in the real
system there were further control mechanism (e.g. Con-
trol Redundant Check on all the messages) that guarantee
anyway the safety in similar situation at a detail level not
possible in our model.

5 The TMR-PCU model

The TMR-PCU describes in detail the SN-PCU commu-
nication protocol, and the PCU behavior. Target of the pro-
tocol is the delivery of critical commands also in presence
of faults in the communication media. A scheme of TMR-
PCU architecture is reported in Figure 2. We want to stress:
(1) the three identical central modules, called module � , �
and � , implementing part of the SN; (2) the PCUs com-
posed by � control units (in our study we considered � =2),
each constituted by two computers, we call A and B; (3)
the interconnections among the modules (three symmetric
channels), the ones between the modules and the PCUs (two
busses). With the TMR-PCU model we were interested to
verify:

1. liveness properties of SN-PCU communication pro-
tocol in an error-free environment hypothesis. This
protocol is implemented as a distributed algorithm de-
signed to assure a cyclic use of the busses and a cyclic

Safety 
Nucleus

...
pcu2 pcun

Primary BusSecondary Bus

Peripheral 
Control 
Units

pcu1

module B module C

module A

computer A computer B

Figure 2. The TMR-PCU architecture

selection of two modules demanded to send the com-
mands.

2. safety properties of SN-PCU communication protocol
in case of some hardware faults. In particular we were
interested in silent faults in the interconnection busses
and in the computers A and B of a peripheral unit.

We now briefly describe the protocol run by a central
module and the one run by a peripheral unit, giving the
PROMELA code where significant.

5.1 A central module

Before communicating with the PCUs a module tries to
infer information about the global state of the system. In
particular, in a synchronization phase (the same of the TMR)
a module tries to know the other modules activity state. This
information is used in a distributed tournament procedure
to decide which two modules have to be selected to send a
message. In a diagnostic phase each module collects infor-
mation about the global state of the PCU computers and of
the busses. This information is used to decide which bus
to use. Finally, in a message elaboration phase depending
on the state of peripheral computers from a previous diag-
nostic, either the effective peripheral command, or a DIAG-
NOSTIC message is prepared.

5.2 A peripheral unit

In TMR-PCU the PCU model is realized in more detail.
In the decide the state phase, a non-deterministic choice is
made to decide on the functional state of the busses and of
the computers A and B of the peripheral unit. In case of a
state set to “fault” every communication resulted in a fault-
silent behavior. Then each computer of each units waits for



a message from one of the busses. Then it replies with an
acknowledgment to all the modules. In the following we
report a synthesis of the PROMELA code:
/* recvA1,recvB1: #messages via bus1 */
/* recvA2,recvB2: #messages via bus2 */
/* stateBUS1, stateBUS2: state of bus1, bus2 */
/* stateA, stateB: state of computer A,B */
/* loop */
do
::
/* decide the state */

if
/* fault in the 1st computer */

:: stateA = 0
/* 1st computer is ok */

:: stateA = 1
/* fault in the 2nd computer */

[... the same for stateB ... ]
/* fault in the 1st bus */

:: stateBUS1 = 0
/* 1st bus is ok */

:: stateBUS1 = 1
/* fault in the 2nd bus */

[... the same for BUS2 ...]
/* no fault */

:: else -> skip
fi;

RECEIVING:skip;
i = 0;
/* Promela channels defined */
/* A1, A2 : computer A-BUS1, A-BUS2 */
/* B1, B2 : computer B-BUS1, B-BUS2 */
do

/* computer A receives from bus1 */
:: !DONE && A1in?[PCU1, senderA1, msg] ->

A1in?PCU1, senderA1, msg;
if

/* if it is a diagnostic message */
:: msg == DIAGNOSTIC -> skip;

/* if it is a command message */
:: else -> msg[i] = msg; i++;
fi;

/* acknowledgment to all the module */
A1out!PCU1,A,(stateA && stateBUS1);
A1out!PCU1,B,(stateA && stateBUS1);
A1out!PCU1,C,(stateA && stateBUS1);
recvA1++;

/* computer A receives from bus2 */
[... the same using A2, stateBUS2,

recvA2, senderA2 and stateA ..]
/* computer B receives from bus1 */

[... the same using B1, stateBUS1,
recvB1, senderB1 and stateB ..]

/* computer B receives from bus2 */
[... the same using B1, stateBUS2,

recvB2, senderB2 and stateB ..]
:: DONE -> break;
od;

RECEIVED: skip
/* endloop */
od;

5.3 Formal Verification on TMR-PCU

In this section we informally list some of the properties
verified on the TMR-PCU model, and the most meaningful
results.

(PCU1) Correctness of the communication protocols, in
absence of faults.

We verified this properties checking for absence of dead-
lock. Here, with the term correctness, we mean correct-
ness of the diagnostic test and of the tournament algorithm

run by a module. In this case we slightly modified the
PROMELA code of the PCUs in such a way to force a periph-
eral unit to receive messages according to the right cyclic
use of the busses. An incorrect use of it by one of the cen-
tral module would have caused a deadlock.

The following properties have been verified in presence
of faults.

(PCU2) When two or more modules are active each periph-
eral unit eventually receives exactly two messages, in
a single loop.

(PCU2 � ) In presence of Byzantine errors in one module,
when two or more modules are active each peripheral
unit eventually receives exactly two messages, in a sin-
gle loop.

(PCU3) When two or more modules are active each pe-
ripheral unit eventually receives exactly two message
via different busses, in a single loop.

(PCU4) When two or more modules are active each com-
puter of every peripheral units receives exactly one
message, in a single loop.

All the previous properties have been formulated with dif-
ferent LTL formulas with the following common structure:

([]p) -> (([]<>q) && [](q ->(<>r)))

where p, q and r are predicate on variables.
In the Table 2 we report some significant results.

Table 2. Verification results on the TMR-PCU
model.

property state vector depth search output

PCU1 352 44047 success
PCU2 284 25465 success
PCU2

�
284 1295 fail

PCU3 284 25465 success
PCU4 284 405178 success

5.4 Discussion

We briefly discuss the result of property PCU2 � . We
wanted to prove safety properties of the tournament algo-
rithm in the hypothetic situation of a persistent Byzantine
module. We proved that a Byzantine behavior in the com-
munication with the periphery phase, makes fail the tour-
nament algorithm. Analyzing the counter-example, we no-
ticed that three modules (and not two) send a message to the
periphery. Indeed, in the real system the exclusion logic,
which we have omitted in this model, should have been



forced the system to a safe shutdown before entering in
the communication with the periphery phase.Indeed this is
what happens in reality, as proved by ASF on the real sys-
tem. With this result we have underlined the critical role of
safety logic: if it should fail in disconnecting a Byzantine
module before it enters into the communication with the pe-
riphery phase the tournament algorithm might be wrongly
executed.

6 Conclusions

The work described in this paper, related to a industrial
project, consisted of the verification effort performed on a
safety-critical system developed by ASF. During the for-
mal verification we found some erroneous situations that
underline potentially weaknesses in the system itself, suc-
cessively corrected.

Although briefly described in this paper, many formal-
ization problems has been faced during the modeling phase,
primarily due to the lack of any concept of time in the
PROMELA language, and secondly to an inappropriate (with
respect to our needs) treatment of the termination of a pro-
cesses in its run time support. This obliged us to follow
modeling choices that have had a substantial impact in the
formalization effort and, indirectly, in the state dimension
of the model. To overcome this last problem we needed to
design ad hoc abstraction strategies. All these formalization
issues can be found in a companion paper [10].
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